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ABSTRACT
Combustion is an exothermic chemical reaction in which a fuel is oxidized to give heat and by products. Adiabatic flame
temperature is one of the most important parameters of combustion reactions. Adiabatic flame temperature is defined as
the maximum temperature that can be achieved by products during a combustion reaction if there is no involvement of
heat and work or no changes in kinetic and potential energy of the system. The importance of calculating adiabatic flame
temperature is that it gives the idea of thermal stresses induced in the combustion chamber and also helpsin predicting
the amounts of carbon oxides and nitrogen oxides released. In this paper, Gulder’s method is used to calculate the
adiabatic flame temperature of different alkane air flame which includes the effect of dissociation of nitrogen and carbon
dioxide.

A MATLAB/SIMULINK model has been developed for this analysis. By varying ambient pressure, ambient temperature
and equivalence ratio, the variation of adiabatic flame temperature has been observed
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INTRODUCTION
Combustion is one of the most important technologies for providing energy that has been used by mankind for
many years. But it leads to many environmental problems such as incomplete combustions leading to
production of carbon mono oxide and oxides of nitrogen.

For past few decades, gas turbines have been developed due to environment problems and requirement for
more efficient power generation systems is observed. Yet the efforts are made to reduce nitrogen oxides,
carbon oxides and other pollutants in the exhaust, leading to increase efficiency and reliability of the
instruments.

Flame temperature being one of the most important properties, has controlling effect on the chemical reaction.
At equilibrium, the energy balance is applied between reactants and products to calculate the flame
temperature. Flame temperature is the maximum temperature in the reaction zone if the reaction is spatially
thin as compared to the rest of the domain of interest [1]. And if there is no heat and work taking place
without any change in kinetic and potential energy, then it is referred to as adiabatic flame temperature [2]. It
is the maximum temperature that can be achieved by products, any incomplete combustion or heat and work
would tend to reduce the temperature of the products.

The importance of calculating the adiabatic flame temperature is that the amount of nitrogen oxides (NOX)
and carbon mono oxide (CO) can be controlled. Also the stresses induced in the combustion chamber can be
determined which can be helpful in designing the combustion chamber. Hence the knowledge of adiabatic
flame temperature can be used to control the thermal stresses and minimize concentration of nitrogen oxides
(NOx) and carbon mono oxide (CO) which is much dependent on it.
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A MATLAB/SIMULINK model has been developed for the study of combustion of alkane-air mixtures and
the calculation of adiabatic flame temperature. The fuels considered were alkanes with carbon atoms varying
from n = 4 to 8 and ambient pressure varying from 1 bar to 20 bar and ambient temperature varying from 300
K to 600 K.

THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
The first law of thermodynamics is used to calculate the adiabatic flame temperature which does not consider
dissociation effects. So it does not match with the experimental results since in practical life there is some
dissociation which tends to lower the flame temperature. A better method is given by Gulder which include the
effect of dissociation and can be applied for multi fuel components for different ambient pressures and
temperatures. Gulder’s empirical relation [3] for adiabatic flame temperature is given as follows which is
applicable for the given ranges:
[0.3  Φ  1.6; 0.1MPa  P  7.5MPa; 275K  Tu 950K; 0.8  H/C  2.5]Adiabatic Flame Temp, = . [ ( + ) ]. п
Where, = + += + += + +
The unburnt fuel temperature is given as, = C T + C T –LC + C
Where,

п is dimensionless pressure =P/Po(Po=0.1013MPa )
θ is dimensionless initial mixture temperature Tu/Ta (Ta= 300 K)
Ψ is H /C(hydrogen/carbon) atomic ratio
σ = Φ for Φ<=1 (Φ is the fuel-air equivalence ratio defined as (F /A)actual/(F/A)stoichiometric)
σ = Φ - 0.7, for Φ>1
Cpfis the specific heat of fuel

Cpais the average specific heat of air is taken as 1.0775 kJ/kgK

Tb is boiling temperature (K)

L is the latent heat of vaporization
Tu is unburnt fuel temperature (K)

ρfois density of fuel at 288.6 K

The specific heat of fuel can be calculated asC = (0.363 + 0.000467. T ) 5 − 0.001ρ (kJ/kgK)

For the calculation of latent heat of vaporization, Watson [4] gave an empirical relationL = L × T – TT – T .
Where,
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Tc is the critical temperature (K) L1

is the latent heat of vaporization at temperature T1 (kJ/kgK) L2 is
the latent heat of vaporization at temperature T2 (kJ/kgK)

Once Φ and θ are known, Appendix C can be consulted for choosing constants A, α, β, λ, a1,
b1, c1, a2, b2, c2, a3, b3, c3 to be used in equation (1).
Since Gulder’s equation is not valid for methane, ethane and propane, so the model has been used
for higher alkanes. In this work, butane, pentane, hexane, heptane and octane are used as fuel.

SIMULINK MODEL
The analysis of the Gulder equation is carried out using MATLAB/Simulink on which different blocks are
provided for different operations. A flow chart which is shown in Appendix A, has been made to approach the
problem. By using different blocks and operators, Gulder and Watson equation has been fitted in this model to
calculate adiabatic flame temperature and latent heat of vaporization respectively which is shown in Appendix
B.

The key feature of the model developed in MATLAB/Simulink is that after feeding different constant
properties in 1-D lookup table e.g. Tb (boiling point temperature), L1 (latent heat of vaporization), Tc (critical
temperature) [5, 6, 7, 8, 9] etc. of various alkanes, one may calculate the adiabatic flame temperature for
different fuels at different pressures and temperatures.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Adiabatic flame temperature is one of the most important parameters while designing the combustion
chamber. It not only impacts thermal stresses induced in the combustion chamber but also helps to minimize
the emission of harmful pollutants. So its study is important with reference to different factors that affect the
adiabatic flame temperature. In this work, the factors chosen are ambient pressure, equivalence ratio, types of
alkanes and ambient temperature.

Figure 1: Variation of Adiabatic Flame Temperature with Ambient Pressure (at T= 400K and Φ=0.8)
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Figure 2: Variation of Adiabatic Flame Temperature with varying Air-Fuel Composition
(at P=5 bar and T= 400K)

Figure 3: Variation of Adiabatic Flame Temperature with Ambient Temperature
(at P=10 bar and Φ= 0.7)
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Figure 1 shows the variation of adiabatic flame temperature (Tad) with ambient pressure (P) for different fuels
i.e from n-butane (C4H10) to n-octane (C8H18) keeping other parameters constant i.e. ambient temperature is
fixed at 400K and equivalence ratio is kept at 0.8. By varying ambient pressure from 1 bar to 20 bar, we
observed a steady increase in the adiabatic flame temperature due to the fact that the boiling point increases
with ambient pressure which in turn decreases the latent heat of vaporization. Consequently it increases
unburnt fuel temperature and hence there is a considerable change in adiabatic flame temperature. Also as the
pressure is increased, the amount of dissociation decreases in the combustion chamber and hence the
temperature increases. This is governed by Le Chatelier’s principle [1, 10]. At higher pressures, adiabatic
flame temperature does not change very much as the fuel reaches at its critical pressure where phase changes
start taking place. It was also observed that as the fuel changes from n-butane to n-octane for a particular
pressure, there is rise in adiabatic flame temperature i.e. n-octane has more adiabatic flame temperature than
n-butane. This is due to the fact that the enthalpy of formation of n-butane is less negative than that of n-
pentane and so on.

Figure 2 shows the variation of adiabatic flame temperature with equivalence ratio for different alkanes i.e. n-
butane (C4H10) to n-octane (C8H18) keeping ambient pressure (=5 bar) and ambient temperature (=400 K)
constant. By varying equivalence ratio from 0.3 to1.6 (Gulder equation is valid for this range), the adiabatic
flame temperature first increases and reaches a maxima at Φ= 1 and then starts decreasing. It has been already
found out that the maximum adiabatic flame temperature can be achieved in case of stoichiometric reaction
which is clearly verified by figure 2.
Figure 3 shows the variation of adiabatic flame temperature with ambient temperature for different alkane
fuels i.e. from n-butane (C4H10) to n-octane (C8H18) keeping pressure (= 10 bar) and equivalence ratio (= 0.7)
constant. By varying ambient temperature, the adiabatic flame temperature increases. This is due to the fact
that as ambient temperature increases, the dissociation constant increases which shifts the reaction in forward
direction. And thus the adiabatic flame temperature increases. It can be seen that there are two intersection
points in the graph which is due to the fact that as fuel changes from n-butane to n-octane, hydrogen to carbon
ratio decreases and dominate over the impact of ambient temperature.

CONCLUSION
In this paper, a Simulink model has been developed to calculate and study with ease the variation of the
adiabatic flame temperature for different ambient pressure and different ambient temperature for different
proportions of the air fuel mixture (equivalence ratio) of different alkanes used as fuels. The combustion
chamber should be designed in such a way that it should withstand the thermal stresses induced in it due to
combustion reaction. Also there must be sufficient air for complete combustion which leads to decrease in the
amount of dissociation which in turn decreases the amount of nitrogen oxides and carbon oxides.
The main advantage of developing this Simulink model is to carry out a comparative study of adiabatic flame
temperature of various fuels and hence help in the selection of a fuel according to the requirement. The model
also incorporated the effect of dissociation by the use of Gulder’s empirical relation which can also be used to
extend our model to include the study of multi-fuel combustion.
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Appendix A: Flow Chart
Input parameters
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Figure 5: Gulder Model
The given figure 6 shows the subsystem block for the calculation of boiling point of fuel at different pressure
and latent heat of vaporization of different fuel.
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Figure 6: Subsystem for calculation of Pressure and Latent Heat
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Appendix C: Constants for Evaluating Flame Temperature by Gulder’s Method[3]


